
CIO Strategy Council and the Canadian RegTech Association (CRTA) are co-hosting
virtual workshops in January 2023 with leaders from financial institutions, AI/ML
vendors, policymakers/regulators, academics, and other stakeholders. The
objective is to develop a Workshop Agreement on baseline requirements AI/ML
vendors across the AI lifecycle must meet to minimize FIs’ operational,
compliance, and reputational risks. 

In March 2023, the Workshop Agreement will be published, setting the stage for
the development of National Standards of Canada using CIO Strategy Council’s
accredited standards development process. 

Background
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Financial Institutions (FIs) using AI/ML vendor
solutions face various risks

Canadian financial institutions are increasingly developing and deploying AI/ML
solutions. While FIs build some of these solutions in-house, they outsource many
functions across the AI lifecycle to vendors. When outsourcing AI/ML functions to
third-party vendors, FIs face various risks – operational, compliance, reputational
etc. Identifying and managing these risks can cause friction in the procurement
process. The absence of a common lexicon to describe the various vendor
offerings across the AI lifecycle further slows the process. 

1000 Innovation Drive, Suite 500
Ottawa, ON K2K 3E7
ciostrategycouncil.com

Setting Baseline Requirements for Vendors
Offering AI/ML Solutions to Financial Institutions
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Vendors offering lifecycle AI/ML solutions are
eager to meet the risk requirements of FIs

There is a growing market of small, innovative vendors in Canada ready to provide
AI/ML solutions to FIs. AI/ML vendors offer solutions across the AI lifecycle (see
Figure 1 for AI lifecycle stages). Risks FIs face when outsourcing can vary
depending on the lifecycle stage. For example, purchasing data from a vendor
carries different risks than licensing a vendor’s AI model. Classifying solutions
across the AI lifecycle is a first step in identifying the common requirements
vendors must meet to help FIs more quickly procure outsourced solutions where
needed.

Figure 1: Lifecycle and Key Dimensions of an AI System. Modified from OECD (2022). 
Source: NIST, “AI Risk Management Framework: Second Draft” (18 August 2022).
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https://nut.sh/ell/forms/335776/EVAUQe
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2022/08/18/AI_RMF_2nd_draft.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2022/08/18/AI_RMF_2nd_draft.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2022/08/18/AI_RMF_2nd_draft.pdf
https://ciostrategycouncil.com/join-our-upcoming-workshop-developing-baseline-requirements-for-vendors-offering-ai-ml-solutions-to-financial-institutions-across-the-ai-lifecycle/


Opportunity
CIO Strategy Council and the Canadian RegTech Association (CRTA) are co-
hosting a workshop in January 2023. The objective is to develop a Workshop
Agreement on minimum requirements AI/ML vendors across the AI lifecycle must
meet in order to minimize FIs’ operational, compliance, and reputational risks. 

A Workshop Agreement is a first step towards developing a National Standard of
Canada. It shapes the direction of future standards by documenting best
practices and providing a roadmap to improve their quality and interoperability.
Bringing together thought leaders to achieve consensus on new and emerging
issues, a Workshop Agreement promotes market development by enabling
players to negotiate in an open environment to achieve understanding and
coordination. Canadian Standards Development National Workshop Agreement
(p.4); SCC Flexible Standards-Based Strategies and Solutions (p.3).

Market opportunity presented by and for
Canada's financial industry
Accelerates procurement of trusted AI/ML
lifecycle solutions 

Financial Institutions
Clarifies requirements to meet, shared by
major purchasers
Lowers client acquisition costs, shortens
delivery time, and ensures market validation
Unlocks national and international
opportunities for growth and creates jobs 

Vendors

Benefits

Regulators Canadian Consumers

Fair treatment of Canadian financial
service clients
Consensus-based guidelines strengthen
consumer experience

Consensus on minimum requirements
among diverse stakeholders can de-risk
regulatory approach to outsourced AI/ML
lifecycle solutions

Register here

CIOStrategyCouncil.com

English
Wednesday January 11, 2023
1:00pm – 5:00pm EST

French
Tuesday January 17, 2023
9:00am – 1:00pm EST

Workshop Dates
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https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/publications/SIRB_RG_National-Workshop-Agreement-Guidelines_v2_2021-03-04.pdf
https://www.scc.ca/en/system/files/publications/SCC_Deliverables_ENGLISH.pdf
https://nut.sh/ell/forms/335776/EVAUQe
https://nut.sh/ell/forms/335776/EVAUQe
https://ciostrategycouncil.com/join-our-upcoming-workshop-developing-baseline-requirements-for-vendors-offering-ai-ml-solutions-to-financial-institutions-across-the-ai-lifecycle/


August 2022

October 2022 

Canadian RegTech Association

The Canadian RegTech Association is a non-profit organization focused on solving regulatory
challenges through collaborative efforts between key RegTech stakeholders: regulated entities,
technology vendors, regulatory bodies, government and professional service providers. 

Learn more at canadianregtech.ca

Donna Bales, Director                         Paul Childerhose, Director
donna@canadianregtech.ca             paul@canadianregtech.ca

Katie Gibson
VP of Strategy and Partnerships

Milestones Achieved

CIO Strategy Council

The CIO Strategy Council is Canada’s national forum that brings together the country’s most forward-
thinking chief information officers and executive technology leaders to collectively mobilize on
common digital priorities. Cutting across major sectors of the Canadian economy – public, private, and
not for profit – the Council harnesses the collective expertise and action of Canada’s CIOs to accelerate
Canada’s digital transformation. In 2019, the Standards Council of Canada accredited the CIO Strategy
Council to develop National Standards of Canada supporting the data-driven economy. 

Learn more at ciostrategycouncil.com

CIO Strategy Council proposed a workshop on third-party AI model-risk
management solutions, funded by Standards Council of Canada. The original
scope of the workshop focused on model risk challenges and compliance
obligations of FIs, on the premise that validation, implementation, and
monitoring in production can be significantly more challenging with AI/ML
models than traditional models. 

CIO Strategy Council and the Canadian RegTech Association (CRTA) discussed
the proposed scope with industry and stakeholder experts, determining the
original focus to be duplicative of OSFI’s efforts to update Guideline E-23 and
Guideline B-10 and discussions in other forums. Participants represented 4
financial institutions, 6 AI vendors, 1 regulator, 1 academic, 4 thinktanks, and 1
consultant firm. They achieved consensus on a market need for a differently-
scoped Workshop Agreement, as described above. 

About 

In partnership with

Questions?
For more information, contact: katie.gibson@ciostrategycouncil.com

Sundeep Virdi
Sr Manager, Responsible Digital Technologies 
sundeep.virdi@ciostrategycouncil.com
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